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And a look at the 122 suspected subway vandals arrested this year show they are a diverse group, officials said. â€œEveryone is involved in this illegal behavior,â€� ... 
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Bloodwars is a Pdf Magazine. Print it out pass it along. Bloodwars intention is to expose the various forms and styles of Street Bombing and what ever else I find stimulating out in the world.
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If you would like to contribute to Bloodwars (don’t send files) first please send an email and I will get back to you. Submit photos of what you would like to see in Bloodwars: graffiti, stencil, sticker, or what jerks your head back for a second look. Social Commentary is welcomed. [email protected] Want an Ad inserted in Bloodwars contact [email protected] Sign up for the SFAUSTINA news letter it will provide you with Bloodwar release dates. www.sfaustina.com This is a little piece of my world and me thank you for looking. sf*
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Scion Dashboard Gallery



Week 1: Bigfoot’s “Tortured Souls.” Week 2: Shawn Barber’s “Beyond Representation. Week 3: Norm’s “Artwork Rebels.” Week 4: Ricardo Richey’s “Lights Out” Located @ Dashboard 580 Hayes Street (@ Laguna) San Francisco



Malbon Brothers Farms brings the Scion Dashboard Gallery Interactive Experience to San Francisco with Zenith Media and ATTIK-Four Weeks of Rotating Art Shows Curated by Street Artists like Big Foot, Shawn Barber, Norm (AWR/MSK) and Ricardo Richey San Francisco, CA (April 11, 2006) – This April, malbon Bros. Farms (mBF), in conjunction with Zenith Media and ATTIK, puts together the ultimate Scion interactive experience where the public will have access to an epicenter of music, art and self-expression with the Scion Dashboard. With Dashboard set to launch at 580 Hayes St., the gallery will employ weekly rotating art shows, curated by a select group of the most sought after street artists, beginning with a huge launch on April 22 to its conclusion in May. mBF handpicked the curators, who include - Week One - Big Foot, Week Two - Shawn Barber, Week Three - Norm (AWR/MSK) and Week Four - Ricardo Richey in the Scion Dashboard space, one can relax and create while listening to the sounds of some of San Francisco’s hottest and world-renowned DJs, including Psycho Les and DJ Klever. “Scion is thrilled to showcase and support local emerging talent in San Francisco’s Hayes Valley district during the Scion Dashboard,” said Andrea Lim, Scion Advertising/Media Manager. “We are also very excited to be teaming up with mBF on yet, what we believe, another successful project.”



The Hayes Valley district is an important cultural and creative hub in San Francisco, and so mBF knew that the area would be the natural location for the Scion Dashboard Gallery. The public is welcome to check out the Dashboard weekdays from 12 PM through 8 PM and Saturdays from 12 PM to 4 PM through the event’s duration. The space will allow visitors to walk away with a true interaction with the Scion Brand by customizing their own Scion, customizing exclusive Scion branded apparel and winning artwork produced by local artists and writers. The weekly curators, artists and DJs will have the opportunity to remove a panel from the “wall of fame,” personalize it and display it for all to view. In addition, uber cool tastemakers and trendsetters alike will gather one night of each week at an exclusive invite only event series that commences April 22. The exterior of the space will display “mural invitations” painted by the four chosen Dashboard ‘curators’ and their crews. These invitations will highlight the curator’s work and provide insight into their particular artistic vision. Consumers will have a one of a kind opportunity to watch the gallery’s collection grow before their very eyes as each week a different curator and his crew builds out the area surrounding the Scion Dashboard Logo.
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Subway car cams to eye acid vandals



Officials are planning to put cameras in the subway cars in a new security effort driven by an increase in vandalism. Straphangers, get ready for your closeup: Officials are planning to put cameras in the subway cars in a new security effort driven by an increase in vandalism. With cameras already proliferating in stations and tunnels amid terrorism fears, electronic eyes also will be placed on trains to help snare graffiti vandals who are increasingly turning to acid to burn their “tags” into subway car windows. Transit officials announced the camera plan yesterday as they said vandalism is up and offered a profile of the scrawl-happy, self-proclaimed artists. Most are teenagers who strike after school or during predawn hours. And a look at the 122 suspected subway vandals arrested this year show they are a diverse group, officials said. “Everyone is involved in this illegal behavior,” NYPD Transit Bureau Chief James Hall said - describing an “underworld” where handiwork is sometimes photographed by culprits who then paint-over their



“tags” to thwart investigators. The exact number of cameras - or when they will be deployed - has yet to be determined. But officials say the surveillance will be key to stymieing the growing vandalism problem. Authorities for decades have battled vandals using markers and spray paint, with some major successes. But the “new scourge” is vandals working with etching tools and more damaging acid compounds, said Michael Lombardi, TA vice president of subways. A popular product is Armour Etch, which costs about $8 for a 3-ounce container, Lombardi said. The caustic substance is put into empty shoe-polish bottles for ready use on windows while trains are moving, he said. “Your risk of being apprehended is low,” Hall said. “It’s a crime that can be done very quickly.” That’s where officials hope cameras can help by providing images for use in investigations. The 122 subway vandals arrested this year are more than the tally for all of 2005. But police this year haven’t busted anyone for scratching or burning subway windows, although at least one suspect was charged with possessing etching tools, a police spokesman said. There have



been 72 “major hits” to subway trains this year. Each resulted in a train being taken out of service for more than 8 hours of repairs or cleaning, officials said. That’s compared with just 52 major hits in 2004, and 101 last year. MTA board member Barry Feinstein said the TA has to do more to protect its subway fleet - and ordered brass to look into the costs of increasing staff. “It seems to me we have to get our arms around this. It’s just going to get bigger and worse,” he warned. The TA spends about $11 million annually to deal with graffiti on trains and in stations, officials said. Transit officials will propose spending another $25 million over three years to replace damaged windows on more than 5,000 subway cars and to outfit the new windows with protective see-through shields. Such shields, which can be replaced much faster and cheaper than glass windows, are now used on about 1,800 of the TA’s newest trains.
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WARNING! the following photos maybe considered explicit material.



News June 2006: Bloodwars Book V2 still is in production. [email protected] Bloodwars and all related bloodwars info can now be found at www.bloodwarsmagazine.com So please update all your links. Bloodwars Book V1 out now!!! Preview and order it on the website. All thanks & love goes out to those who have passed the word, contributed to, and simply enjoyed Bloodwars!! Blessing Always. On to the next…



Links:



www.aoa-art.com www.cloutdistribution.com www.12oz.com www.designiskinky.com www.two-zero.net www.introducingmag.com www.k10k.net www.beautifuldecay.com www.woostercollective.com www.anthem-magazine.com www.antipodawear.com www.fecalface.com www.ekosystem.org www.halfempty.com



The temperature was only slightly above zero as Andrew Pollard dipped his hands back into a suds-filled water bucket yesterday. The co-owner of the Wodonga Plant Nursery was trying to scrub graffiti from the walls of his Huon Creek Rd business. “It’s so annoying,” he said. “This graffiti achieves nothing and just costs businesses money.” Overnight vandals scrawled various symbols in orange and black paint across any part of the wall not covered by trees. Even a nearby post box had been targeted. The words were almost illegible but could have said “Aran 59” and “honest”. Mr Pollard said he didn’t know whether to report the incident or just clean it up and say nothing. “This is the first time it’s happened and it looks like I’m going to have to re-bag it with render, it doesn’t seem to want to come off with water,” he said. “I guess it’s not a big deal but it means wasting three or four hours. “But what do you do, give the idiots that did this some publicity or say nothing and they think they’ve got away with it?” Mr Pollard said nearby neighbours had heard nothing and expected the culprits were kids. “I just hope the parents might see this and do the right thing. “That’s bring them back down here and get them to scrub the walls clean.”



Bloodwars Book Volume One Out Now! Bloodwars magazine proudly presents



Bloodwars Volume One Limited Edition Book. Straight bombing, stickers and street art. Designed, Photographs and Illustrations by SFAUSTINA*



Order your copie now! www.bloodwarsmagazine.com



150 pages (15 pink inserts)



Bloodwars Online Graffiti Magazine



6.5” x 8.5” Softcover $30.00
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ILLUSTRATION BY SFAUSTINA™ TO PURCHASE THIS PIECE PLEASE (CLICK HERE) SIZE 9X12in on paper



THANK YOU FOR VIEWING BLOODWARS PUBLISHED BY SFAUSTINA FOR SFAUSTINA DESIGN. ALL IMAGES COPYRIGHT SF* 2006. ANY UNAUTHORIZED USE OF IMAGES IS ILLEAGL.
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